F acebook and Google offer hybrid advertising auctions that allow advertisers to bid on a per-impression or a per-click basis for the same advertising space. This paper studies the properties of equilibrium and considers how to increase efficiency in this new auction format. Rational expectations require the publisher to consider past bid types to prevent revenue losses to strategic advertiser behavior. The equilibrium results contradict publisher statements and suggest that, conditional on setting rational expectations, publishers should consider offering multiple bid types to advertisers. For a special case of the model, we provide a payment scheme that achieves the socially optimal allocation of advertisers to slots and maximizes publisher revenues within the class of socially optimal payment schemes. When this special case does not hold, no payment scheme will always achieve the social optimum.
Introduction
Auctions are the dominant sales mechanism to allocate online advertising space. The ascendance of Internet auctions has been matched by a growing importance in the literature Goldfarb and Tucker 2011b; Katona and Sarvary 2008; Yao and Mela 2011) . One type of auction is the costper-thousand impressions (CPM) auction in which advertisers bid for impressions and pay each time their ad is displayed on a Web page. CPM ad pricing is dominant in the market for Internet display advertising. Another type of auction is the cost-perclick (CPC) auction in which advertisers bid for clicks and pay only when their ad is clicked. CPC ad pricing is dominant in the market for Internet search advertising.
This paper analyzes the hybrid advertising auction, in which each advertiser must choose whether to use CPC bidding or CPM bidding. Bids of both types compete for the same advertising space.
Two major websites, Facebook and Google, currently use hybrid auctions. In August 2010, Facebook was the most visited site on the Internet: 500 million people used it for 46 minutes per day, on average, with half of the users logging in every day (Facebook.com 2010) . It was believed that Facebook earned about $700 million in advertising revenues in 2009 (Eldon 2010) . Figure 1 shows that Facebook advertisers are required to choose a CPC or CPM option to bid for ad space on the site. Google uses the hybrid auction to allocate ad space on its content network, which generated $7.2 billion in 2008, 30.5% of the company's advertising revenues (Google 2010). However, Google does not offer CPM bidding for ads displayed next to its search results. In principle, any seller of online advertising could use a hybrid auction to sell advertising space. This paper has two goals. The first is to understand the properties of equilibrium in this new auction format. The second is to consider how advertising sellers ("publishers") might offer advertisers more efficient mechanisms within the class of hybrid auctions.
The model features brand advertisers and direct response advertisers competing for a set of ad slots sold by a publisher. In each period, each advertiser chooses its bid type, bid level, and whether to maximize click-through rates. The publisher chooses its click-through rate expectations without knowledge of advertisers' types. The results show how the publisher can use its click-through expectation to deter a type of moral hazard on the part of brand advertisers. Without this deterrence, brand advertisers could calibrate high click-through expectations by using CPM bids in conjunction with high click-through rates and then profit by switching to CPC bids with low clickthrough effort to lower advertising costs. The analysis here is somewhat general compared to much of the literature: it allows for a potentially large number of slots, many bidders, private information, and repeated interactions. Step 3 of 3 in Facebook's "Create an Ad" Process This paper derives several results of managerial interest, but the implications might matter most to those publishers-such as AOL, Microsoft, MySpace, and Yahoo!-that do not currently offer hybrid advertising auctions. These firms do not have the benefit of experience to inform a major change in their business model. Auction revenues depend critically on competition within the auction, so if offering multiple bid types can increase the number of bidders a platform attracts, its effect on publisher revenues may be substantial.
The next section discusses the academic literature to which this paper contributes. Section 3 presents the model's major assumptions. Section 4 outlines the game. Section 5 analyzes its equilibrium. Section 6 considers socially optimal payment schemes within the class of hybrid auction mechanisms. Section 7 concludes with managerial implications and directions for future research.
Academic Literature and Contributions
This paper adds to a quickly growing literature on online advertising. The pioneering treatments on equilibria in search advertising auctions are Edelman et al. (2007) and Varian (2007) , which independently studied aspects of the auction mechanisms used by Google and Yahoo! known as the generalized secondprice (GSP) auction. The GSP auction does not have a strictly dominant bidding strategy, but under intuitive refinements, advertisers with higher expected valuations per click occupy higher ad positions in equilibrium. Athey and Ellison (2008) , Chen and He (2006) , and Xu et al. (2008) studied how advertisers' bids are affected by interadvertiser competition. Recent analytical work has examined such topics as how to incorporate searcher and keyword characteristics into the advertising auction (Even-Dal et al. 2007 ), how CPC advertising auctions affect advertising's qualitysignaling function (Feng and Xie 2007) , the interplay between organic and sponsored search links and the publisher's optimal choice of paid links (Katona and Sarvary 2010) , how to modify the position auction to account for externalities between advertisers at different positions (Kempe and Mahdian 2007) , how to distribute available advertising space among bidding advertisers (Chen et al. 2009 ), and the effects of "click fraud" on search engine revenues (Wilbur and Zhu 2009) . There is also a rapidly expanding collection of empirical studies of search advertising markets. Ghose and Yang (2009) find that click-through and conversion rates decrease with ad position and that search engines account for both current bid price and prior click-through rates when allocating advertisements to ad slots. Goldfarb and Tucker (2010) find that pricing search advertisements separately across different keywords allows search engines to price discriminate among advertisers. Rutz and Bucklin (2007) show how to borrow information across a large number of keywords and regions to solve the optimal keyword selection and bidding problem. Rutz and Bucklin (2010) show that although generic keywords (e.g., "hotel Los Angeles") are often very expensive, they have spillover effects as consumers tend to begin shopping with a generic search and later use a branded search to purchase. Yao and Mela (2011) use a structural dynamic Bayesian model to analyze data from a product search engine. Among many findings, their study reports that frequent clickers place a greater emphasis on the position of the sponsored advertising link. They also find that a switch from a first-price to a second-price auction yields advertiser bids that are in line with willingness to pay, but this switch has a small impact on search engine revenue. Goldfarb and Tucker (2011a) provide evidence that both advertising targeting and obtrusiveness increase consumers' purchase intentions when used alone but interact negatively when used together.
Several recent papers examine questions similar to those posed here. Goel and Munagala (2009) propose a mechanism in which the publisher requires each advertiser to enter both a CPM and CPC bid. The extra information transferred by the advertisers to the publisher raises the publisher's revenue by allowing it to construct more efficient rankings. The fundamental difference in the Goel and Munagala paper is that they propose a new hybrid advertising auction mechanism that requires advertisers to enter two bids, whereas this paper analyzes single-bid auction mechanisms already in use.
Whereas the focus here is on hybrid advertising auctions with CPC and CPM bidding, a third bid type is the cost-per-action (CPA) model in which advertisers pay per purchase or lead. CPA bidding is used less frequently than CPC or CPM bidding (Nazerzadeh et al. 2008 ). The analysis below can be reinterpreted as a CPM/CPA hybrid advertising auction if one assumes that advertisers are choosing their conversion rate rather than their click-through rate. Edelman and Lee (2008) independently analyze a CPC/CPA hybrid advertising auction. They focus on characterizing equilibrium bids under intuitive refinements of the model and show that the publisher is weakly better off when it offers multiple types of bids to advertisers. Hu et al. (2010) show that CPC and CPA pricing models may conflict because of unobservable, noncontractible effort and adverse selection between brand and direct response advertisers. Hu (2004) uses a contract theory approach to show that performance-based pricing can align publisher and advertiser incentives when complete contracts are infeasible. Agarwal et al. (2009) describe a number of counterintuitive features of CPA auctions in contrast with CPC auctions. Jerath et al. (2010) study how a platform's choice of either a pure CPC or a pure CPM auction influences auction competition and resulting clicks. This work is also related to the literature on pay-per-lead and pay-per-conversion pricing in affiliate marketing; see, e.g., Libai et al. (2003) .
The analysis in this paper is also related to signaling models. These were introduced as a possible resolution to inefficiency induced by asymmetric information. For example, in the classic labor market example of Spence (1973) , a firm is willing to pay a higher wage to a good employee than a bad employee. However, the firm cannot identify employee type prior to hiring in the absence of a signal. The good employee has a lower cost of completing education, so she engages in additional years of schooling to signal her type to the employer. This general modeling framework has been used to study such marketing questions as the role of demand signaling in distribution channels (Chu 1992 , Desai 2000 , how price advertising impacts consumers' store price expectations (Simester 1995, Anderson and Simester 1998) , and how uninformative advertising and money-back guarantees influence product quality perceptions (Mayzlin and Shin 2009, Moorthy and Srinivasan 1995) .
The asymmetric information in our setting lies in the purpose of a new advertising campaign. The advertiser knows whether it is intended for branding or direct response purposes, but the publisher does not. Despite the presence of asymmetric information, there are two main differences between the model analyzed here and a typical signaling model. First, there is no assumption of a costly signal sent from the advertiser to the publisher. The publisher is able to mitigate all harmful effects of asymmetric information without requiring the advertiser to invest resources in a signal. Second, the problem of asymmetric information considered here may persist in many periods, whereas most signaling models assume static games. For example, the inefficiency in the example above may be mostly resolved if the firm hires the employee for a probationary period, which is long enough to determine her type. These two points highlight the differences between the current analysis and a standard signaling model. This paper's primary contributions are to make a first statement about equilibrium strategies in hybrid advertising auctions and to develop an understanding of how to reach socially efficient outcomes in these auctions. The analysis differs from most of the literature in several key assumptions. It considers advertiser competition in the type of bid as well as bid level, and it allows for advertiser heterogeneity in payoff function as well as reservation price. It does so under the realistic assumptions of repeated interactions and private information about advertisers' types, profits, and click-through rates, whereas most of the literature considers static models of perfect information.
Key Assumptions and Empirical Support
The model makes several key assumptions that are motivated by real-world behavior. This section describes those assumptions, their support, and their impact on the results.
Advertiser Types and Revenues
There are two types of advertising campaigns: direct response and brand-focused. Direct response advertising seeks to stimulate immediate action, such as online purchases. Examples include large online merchants, such as Amazon.com and eBay.com, purchasing targeted ads related to the brands and products they sell. Many off-line businesses, such as mortgage brokers or law firms, engage in direct response advertising to generate registrations or sales leads. The ascendancy of the Google AdWords platform is generally attributed to its usefulness to direct response advertisers.
Brand advertising seeks to influence consumers' product perceptions by increasing awareness or influencing consumer attitudes. It is often employed to alter consumer decisions made in off-line environments, such as retail stores. Examples of brand advertising may include consumer package goods brands such as Scott paper towels or a luxury brand such as Gucci, seeking to influence consumers' brand associations.
Publishers typically do not know the purpose of individual campaigns. Online advertising is typically allocated to large numbers of advertisers via self-service automated processes. It would likely be expensive and perhaps impossible to verify manually whether each advertiser is a brand or direct response advertiser. Even if the publisher attempts manual verification of advertiser types (e.g., having a human employee visit each advertiser's website), it may not have enough information to discern those types perfectly, because a single advertiser's goals may vary from campaign to campaign. For example, Coca-Cola may seek to shape brand associations in one campaign; in another, it may seek to increase online enrollments in its "Coke Rewards" points loyalty program. Publisher uncertainty about campaign purpose is the source of asymmetric information in the model.
To formalize these assumptions, we model a set of i = 1 N risk-neutral advertisers bidding for k = 1 K ≤ N ads offered by a publisher in each of t = 0 T time periods. 1 There exist a set of 1 Our assumption that K ≤ N is in keeping with the literature and rules out the case of multiple-slot purchases by a single advertiser, greatly simplifying the analysis. In practice, the publisher controls K and therefore can set it equal to N when the number of bidders is less than the number of available ad slots. 
Advertiser Costless Effort and
Click-Through Rates Advertisers may influence click-through rates. As a very simple example, they can choose to encourage consumers to "click here." Another possible strategy is to include a "hard sell" in the ad, which might be effective in shaping off-line behavior but might discourage the consumer from clicking the ad. A third option is to alter the frequency with which new ads are introduced, which, in turn, may influence the likelihood of consumer clicks.
Many empirical studies support this assumption. Krishnamurthy (2000) suggests that the primary factors determining consumer response to banner ads are color, interactivity, and animation. Lohtia et al. (2003) confirm that these factors, along with emotion, influenced consumers' ad response in a field study of 8,725 banner advertisements in both business-tobusiness and business-to-customer settings. Robinson et al. (2007;  see also many references therein) find that increasing the number of words in a banner ad from fewer than 6 to more than 15, holding other factors constant, can increase the click-through rate by more than 100%. Chandon et al. (2003) find that advertisement size, animation, and phraseology (e.g., "click here" or "online only") significantly influenced click-through rates; see also Baltas (2003) . Yaveroglu and Donthu (2008) find that ad repetition has a significant effect on consumers' intent to click. Ghose and Yang (2009) show that click-through rates depend on whether an ad contains retailer or brand information. A full review of this literature is beyond the scope of this paper, but there is broad agreement that advertisement content influences consumer response to online advertising.
In addition to academic work, many sellers of online advertising offer tips on how to design ads to maximize click-through rates. They offer tools that facilitate experimentation to see which ads generate the highest click-through rates. An advertiser willing to expend effort to maximize its click-through rates could choose to employ strategies from a wide range of studies, seller-generated tools, and its own experience.
3
Could an online advertisement that generates a low click-through rate be profitable to a brand advertiser? Several studies support the idea that online advertisements with low click-through rates can be effective in building brands. Drèze and Husherr (2003) show that despite high rates of "ad blindness" (consumers' tendency to avoid focusing on the parts of Web pages where ads appear), consumers exposed to banner ads exhibit higher rates of aided and unaided brand recall regardless of whether they clicked on the ads. Danaher and Mullarkey (2003) demonstrate that time spent viewing a Web page increased the likelihood that a consumer would recall a brand whose banner ad appeared on that Web page.
Advertiser i's click-through rate is modeled as
where i ∈ 0 1 is advertiser i's baseline clickthrough rate, which is determined by such exogenous factors as brand recognition and the match between the advertiser's Web page and the search term. Dummy variable x it indicates whether advertiser i exerts costless effort to maximize its clickthrough rate in period t, and i ∈ 0 1 − i is the advertiser-specific productivity of exerting costless effort. The advertiser chooses whether to exert costless effort (x it = 1) or not (x it = 0). It is possible to understand this distinction by looking at an advertisement and trying to discern its purpose. If the ad copy takes the central route to persuasion (Tellis 2004) , it is more likely that the advertiser is trying to generate clicks. Clicking is a conscious behavior, so rational arguments (like "free") will likely be more effective in generating this conscious behavior. If, on the other hand, the ad copy takes the peripheral route to persuasion, one might expect it to be a low-effort advertisement. An ad that does not try to engage the rational mind is less likely to generate a rational response like a click. This ad still may be of value to a brand advertiser by influencing consumers' latent attitudes and associations. That many online ads appear next to articles, blog posts, or social network content, often in places to which consumers do not pay conscious attention, suggests that quite a bit of display advertising may work by avoiding the central route to persuasion.
3 A recent study indicates that the percentage of consumers who click on at least one ad in a month fell from 32% in July 2007 to 16% in March 2009 , and that 67% of all ad clicks come from just 4% of consumers (Loechner 2009) . If this "clicking segment" is sufficiently homogeneous, it may become progressively easier for advertisers to choose ad copy to influence clicking probability.
One could instead make x it continuous or nonlinear. This would not change the primary results because costless effort will always lead advertisers to maximize or minimize effort within the range of feasible values. If effort is binary but costly, the results, again, will be mostly unchanged. Because advertising effort is a fixed cost, changing this cost only affects investments by firms whose advertising profits are relatively small, similar to changing the fixed cost of production in a standard model of oligopolistic price or quantity competition.
One could also consider an exposure rate variable to allow advertisers to invest effort to increase the probability a consumer is exposed to their ad. The main reason to leave this out is that although clicks can be easily tracked, currently consumer exposures can only be measured with eye-tracking technology. Such technology is not widely deployed, so advertisers' investments in exposure probabilities have limited effect on advertising costs or publisher revenues.
Note that all click-through-related variables are advertiser-specific. It is natural to think that direct response advertisers would likely have higher baseline click-through rates and higher returns to effort. No such distinction among advertiser types is made here, but the model is fully general and can easily be made more specific to accommodate such an assumption.
Publisher Information
We assume that the publisher knows i and i . In general, the publisher likely has good information about click-through because it has data on many advertisers and campaigns. Each advertiser, on the other hand, typically only has information from its own past campaigns. The results presented in this paper do not require any advertiser knowledge of
Advertisers, however, determine whether they exert costless effort to maximize click-through rates. Because this may vary from ad to ad, the publisher must anticipate effort levels.
E it denotes the publisher's expectation of advertiser i's click-through rate in period t.
A publisher may not observe an advertiser's effort before the ad runs, but it may observe clicks after the ad starts running. It is likely that consumers are heterogeneous and that consumer response to ads may be stochastic. Therefore it would take the publisher some period of time both to deduce the signal from noise and to learn each advertiser's effort level with some predetermined degree of precision. The minimum amount of time needed to measure all advertisers' costless effort levels at some confidence level is the duration of one "period" in the repeated game. If click-through rates are sufficiently low, or if they are sufficiently noisy, then this duration may be of some considerable length.
There are three ways that publishers may anticipate effort levels. The first is through past experience. A publisher is able to observe when an advertiser alters an ad. Consider the following scenario: advertisers bid and enter a set of ads W in period t. By the end of period t, the publisher has observed the effort level associated with each ad in W . If the same set of ads is entered in period t + 1, the issues described in this paper will not apply in period t + 1. Therefore the scope of the analysis is any period in which the set of ad creatives has changed from the previous period. Yet this scope may still be considerable in magnitude, because the number of keywords sold is very large, the duration of a single period may be considerable, and the number of ads entered by a single advertiser may be large. If the publisher has imperfect information about an advertiser's ad quality, and if that state of imperfect information is beneficial to the advertiser, the advertiser is likely to alter its ad creatives quite frequently to increase the frequency with which the publisher has imperfect information.
4 This is made even more likely by advertisers' ability to use software to generate ad creatives.
The second way in which a publisher can anticipate advertiser costless effort is to analyze the text or graphic content of the ad algorithmically and predict consumer response based on these "creative" elements. There are several reasons to think this is technologically infeasible. First, some publishers say they do not do this. For example, Google states in Figure 2 that its "AdWords system treats an edited ad like it's brand new and has no performance history." Second, if it were feasible, the publisher could suggest the click-maximizing ad text to any individual advertiser. No publisher currently offers this, though doing so would likely increase publisher revenues. If a publisher were able to produce this technology, the asymmetric information that motivates this paper would be fully resolved. However, as shown below, it is possible to fully mitigate any negative effects of strategic behavior of this asymmetric information even in the absence of this technology.
The third way to anticipate advertisers' choices of costless effort levels is to use economic reasoning, that is, to consider advertisers' equilibrium strategies. This is basically costless to the publisher. Section 5.1 proposes a way to do this. 4 A counterargument would hold that the publisher could mostly deter this behavior by limiting the number of new ads an advertiser may use. The advertiser could circumvent this policy by opening multiple accounts. As long as advertiser identity is imperfectly observable, there is a threat of frequent ad introductions. 
Position Effects
Following Katona and Sarvary (2010) , an ad appearing in slot k has a position-dependent click-through multiplier
allow an ad's position on the page to determine the likelihood that it is seen. It is necessary to define page views, exposures, and impressions. A page view occurs when a consumer loads a Web page containing a set of ads. An exposure or impression occurs if the consumer processes an advertisement. In other words, a page view is a potential exposure or a potential impression. As discussed above, individual exposures are unobserved without eye-tracking technology. The measure of available consumer page views is normalized to 1 without loss of generality.
Hybrid Advertising Auction Rules
Assumptions about how the hybrid advertising auction works are based on (1) logic, (2) previous academic literature that has examined related auctions, and (3) public statements by companies that currently offer hybrid advertising auctions. with Google's ad rank disclosures shown at the bottom of Figure 4 . It is also consistent with Facebook's statement in Figure 5 that "for any available ad inventory, Facebook selects the best ad to run based on the cost per click or impression and the ad performance." If the publisher used any other ranking method, it would systematically bias advertisers toward using one type of bid over the other.
Assumption 2. Each advertiser is charged the minimum amount necessary to keep its place in the ranking.
Assumption 2 is in line both with the prior literature on CPC auctions (e.g., Edelman et al. 2007; Varian 2007 Varian , 2009 ) and with the common understanding of Google's pure CPC keyword auction. As Google states in Figure To simplify advertiser profit functions in the next section, we write the CPM payment or the expected CPC payment of the advertiser in slot k in period t as
We further assume that an advertiser only changes its bid type or effort level if it benefits from doing so. This assumption is consistent with any arbitrarily small nuisance cost of taking an action. It is a tiebreaking rule and can be thought of as "advertiser inertia." Pauwels (2004) finds that firms exhibit inertia in tactical decisions such as pricing and promotions even when inertia reduces profits. The advertiser inertia assumption is weaker than Pauwels' result, because it only presumes inaction when action cannot increase profits. The role of this assumption rules out degenerate expectation functions in the proof of Proposition 1. This section closes with an observation and an associated assumption. Conditional on an equilibrium assignment, it is possible for the publisher to increase click-through expectations to increase higher advertisers' payments without changing the equilibrium assignment. Consider a simplified example to understand this action. Suppose a seller is offering one item to two bidders with privately held valuations of $2 and $1. The seller could use a mechanism such that (1) each bidder enters a bid and (2) after observing the bids, charge the higher bidder one penny less than her bid. This would result in revenues of $1.99 rather than the second-price auction payment of $1. In our setting, the publisher could achieve a very similar effect by manipulating click-through expectations to reduce the difference between advertisers' expected willingness to pay. We assume that the publisher does not do this for several reasons. First, it may be constrained by legal contracts or the threat of a class-action lawsuit. Second, it would likely reduce advertiser participation in the auction by reducing advertiser surplus. Third, it may be perceived as "unfair" and damage the publisher's reputation. Fourth, we do not know of any theoretical auction paper that considers strategies of this type.
The Dynamic Hybrid Advertising Auction
This section presents remaining model assumptions. Table 1 summarizes all notation.
Profit Functions
For simplicity, advertiser reservation values (r Bi and r Di ), baseline click-through rates ( i ), and returns to costless effort ( i ) do not change over time. Total revenues according to advertiser identity, type, and position are R ikt . Let g it ∈ c m indicate bid type (CPC or CPM), and
so that the one-period profits of advertiser i in slot k in period t can be written as
N ,
N . The discounted sum of expected advertiser profits is
where is the discount factor and b
−it is an (N − 1)-vector of other advertisers' bids in period t. The publisher's one-period profits are the sum of payments Table 1 Summary of 
H it
Vector of advertiser i's past bid types up to period t and efforts up to t − 1 T Total number of periods that advertisers make for all occupied slots, so the discounted sum of expected publisher profits is
Timing of the Game
This paper analyzes a repeated game with private information because online advertising auctions are repeated with high frequency. Results that hold in a static model might not hold in a more realistic dynamic setting. Within each period t, three sets of strategic actions are taken: advertisers choose bids (types and amounts), the publisher sets click-through expectations, and advertisers choose costless effort levels. After all actions are taken, the publisher's mechanism assigns advertisers to slots, consumers click ads, advertiser profits are realized, and transfers are made from advertisers to the publisher. This paper's results require two assumptions regarding timing. The first assumption required for the results below is that the publisher does not observe whether the advertiser has exerted costless effort to maximize click-through rates prior to the assignment of advertisements to slots. This assumption preserves the moral hazard nature of the publisher/advertiser interaction. The full justification for this assumption is in §3.3.
Second, it must be the case that the publisher does not finalize its click-through expectations until after it observes advertisers' bids. This is necessary because the publisher must form expectations about every advertiser that joins the auction, and it only knows which advertisers are in the auction after the advertisers enter their bids. This is feasible for three reasons: (1) the publisher controls the computer system into which bids are entered, (2) the publisher controls the time lag between when bids are entered and when they affect the ad rankings, and (3) publishers' software can form click-through expectations reasonably quickly. If this assumption is violated, the publisher will not be able to use any information about an advertiser's bid to set click-through expectations.
Thus, bids must be entered before click-through expectations are formed, and click-through expectations must be formed prior to effort variables being revealed. Any sequence of actions meeting these requirements will produce the results below. It is perhaps simplest to think of this as a two-stage game within each period t. First, advertisers simultaneously enter bids and choose costless effort levels. The publisher then observes the bids, but not the effort levels, and sets its click-through expectations.
Equilibrium Concept
The equilibrium concept concludes the specification of the game. Definition 1. A perfect Bayesian Nash equilibrium is defined by any set of publisher expectations function about advertisers' click-through rates
T , any set of bids b t t=0 T , and any set of costless effort levels x t t=0 T for which the following conditions hold:
(1) Incentive compatibility: the choice sequence of costless effort levels (x i0 x iT ) and bids (b
Publisher optimality: the choice of expected clickthrough rates
T maximize expected profits E p . (4) Consistency of publisher beliefs: the publisher updates its belief using players' observed actions. For any publisher expected click-through rate function ,
for all i = 1 n and t = 1 T , where H it contains advertiser i's past bids up to and including period t and past clickthrough rates up to period t − 1.
The first condition ensures that each advertiser chooses its bid type, bid level, and costless effort level in each period to maximize long-run profits. The second condition is a standard individual rationality constraint ensuring nonnegative profits for winning advertisers. The third condition ensures that the publisher sets rational expected click-through rates. The fourth condition means the publisher belief about advertisers' click-through rate is correct in equilibrium for every period after the start of the campaign; this condition is a standard in perfect Bayesian equilibrium analysis.
Equilibrium Analysis
This section characterizes equilibrium. It proves that equilibrium exists and that the publisher has a unique expectation function that prevents advertisers from reducing cost through strategic choice of bid types and effort, but this leads to the counterintuitive result that direct response advertisers always use CPM bids. Finally, it compares the hybrid auction with the GSP auction to show that any GSP equilibrium can be supported in the hybrid auction format.
Equilibrium is determined by the interplay of advertisers' strategies and publisher expectations. We first characterize publisher expectations and then derive equilibrium advertiser choices of bid types and effort under that expectation function. Then, given equilibrium advertiser strategies, Proposition 1 shows that equilibrium exists and the expectation function is unique.
Publisher Expectations
Publisher expectations are critical to produce the optimal assignment of advertisers to slots. They affect advertisers' costs, which, in turn, determine advertisers' optimal bid types.
The publisher must use its effort expectation function to prevent advertisers from "gaming the system." The threat the publisher faces comes primarily from brand advertisers, who, by definition, do not care about clicks. This risk arises because the publisher must assign advertisers to slots prior to observing their costless effort levels.
The risk is that a brand advertiser may use high effort levels in conjunction with CPM bidding to lead the publisher to expect a high effort level. The CPM bids would ensure that the advertiser does not pay any additional cost in connection with the high effort levels. Then, the brand advertiser could take advantage of the high click-through expectation to gain a cost advantage. It could do this by switching to a CPC bid with a low effort level to reduce its total payment for the same advertising space.
However, the publisher has a tool at hand. Advertisers' bids must precede the assignment of advertisers to slots. Therefore the publisher may base its expectations on the type of bid the advertiser enters. Because profitable effort reversals of the type described above require switching bid types from one period to the next, the publisher has an "early warning system." A publisher belief function that punishes an advertiser for switching bid types can prevent such opportunistic behavior. This gives rise to Bayesian Publisher Expectations, as formalized in Definition 2.
Definition 2. Bayesian Publisher Expectations (BPEs) imply the publisher's click-through expectations are based on past bid types:
otherwise. (6) BPE says that the publisher will expect all advertisers to exert low effort at the beginning of the game. It will only come to expect high effort after an advertiser has calibrated that expectation by exerting high effort in the previous period. Lemmas 1 and 2 show that direct response advertisers will always exert high effort under BPE, whereas brand advertisers will be indifferent between high and low effort. Proposition 1 establishes that Bayesian Publisher Expectations uniquely maximize publisher profits in equilibrium.
The advertiser strategy described above is a multistage strategy in which the advertiser invests with a CPM bid to calibrate high click-through expectations and a CPC bid to profit from those heightened expectations. Therefore BPE requires the publisher to expect low effort from an advertiser if it ever uses a bid type that indicates a payoff behavior. This is similar to a "grim trigger strategy" studied in the context of a repeated prisoner's dilemma game (e.g., Osborne 2004) . If a strategic player can successfully commit to punish another player's action indefinitely, it can deter the other player from taking such an action.
Another way to understand BPE is to relate it to "Gresham's law," or "bad money drives out the good." Because low effort may yield a cost advantage under CPC bidding, the publisher has no choice but to assume that every advertiser using a CPC bid will enter a low click-through rate. This leads all direct response advertisers to optimally use CPM bids, as shown below.
Advertisers' Effort Levels
Publisher expectations in Definition 2 allow for some clear statements about advertiser behavior. We proceed by analyzing advertiser effort levels conditional on choice of bid type in Lemmas 1 and 2. Lemma 3 then characterizes optimal bid type choices. After solving for optimal advertiser actions conditional on publisher beliefs, Proposition 1 shows that BPE uniquely maximizes publisher revenues.
Lemma 1. The dominant strategy for any direct response advertiser under BPE is to choose a high effort level.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Lemma 1 ensures that direct response advertisers will maximize their click-through rates in all periods because clicks directly increase their revenues. Any rational bid that allocates a direct response advertiser to an ad slot is one that gives the advertiser a positive profit per click; therefore the advertiser will always seek to get as many clicks as it can. This ensures that the proposed definition of Bayesian Publisher Expectations does not harm this core constituency of advertisers.
Next, we consider brand advertisers' effort levels.
Lemma 2. Any brand advertiser entering a CPM bid under BPE is indifferent between high and low effort. A brand advertiser entering a CPC bid will exert low effort.
Brand advertisers, by definition, do not profit from clicks. When they use CPM bidding, they do not pay by the number of clicks received. Because the click level does not affect their one-period revenues or one-period costs, brand advertisers are indifferent between high and low effort. Brand advertisers using CPC bids will always minimize effort in a one-period horizon to minimize costs.
Whereas the one-period incentives are rather straightforward, the dynamic incentives could easily be different. This is where Bayesian Publisher Expectations play a key role. They ensure that the advertiser does not have the ability to profit in future periods by setting a particular costless effort level in period t. Section 7.3 describes, and Appendix C formally shows, that any publisher expectation function that does not exploit past bid-type information will be wrong in equilibrium.
It is important to note that Bayesian Publisher Expectations do not eliminate brand advertisers' motivation to avoid clicks. However, they do prevent the advertisers from strategically using this motivation to lower advertising costs.
Finally, consider advertisers' choices of bid types. Lemma 3 indicates that BPEs generate a strict preference among direct response advertisers for CPM bids. This comes from the BPE requirement that advertisers "earn" a high click-through expectation. A direct response advertiser is better off if it does not try to earn this high expectation in the first period, and given this decision, it is better off under CPM bidding in all subsequent periods. Brand advertisers are indifferent between optimal CPM and optimal CPC bids.
It should be noted that Lemmas 1-3 do not depend on any stability in other advertisers' bids. Even if other advertisers are following nonstationary bidding strategies, one can confidently predict the relationship between advertisers' optimal bid-type choices and effort levels.
Bayesian Publisher Expectations endogenously limit strategic behavior on the part of brand advertisers by punishing them forever if they ever use CPC bidding. This punishment is effective in that it removes any incentive for brand advertisers to choose CPM bidding over CPC bidding, or vice versa. An unintended consequence of this is its effect on direct response advertisers, who respond by using CPM bidding. However, this unintended consequence does no harm to the affected direct response advertisers.
Equilibrium Existence and Publisher
Belief Uniqueness Lemmas 1-3 characterized optimal advertiser behavior under BPE; Proposition 1 now shows that equilibrium exists and that BPE uniquely maximizes publisher revenues. Proposition 1. At least one equilibrium exists. In any equilibrium, the publisher uses BPE, and advertisers behave in accordance with Lemmas 1-3.
The advertiser behavior under BPE described in Lemmas 1-3 satisfies the incentive compatibility and advertiser rationality constraints of Definition 1. Two conditions remain to be proven. The first is that BPE maximizes publisher revenues. The proof of Proposition 1 shows that any alternate expectation function either reduces publisher revenues earned from brand advertisers or is inconsistent with the advertisers' equilibrium click-through rates, and no alternate expectation function can increase expenditures paid by direct response advertisers. Second, it is shown that BPE is the only expectation function consistent with advertisers' equilibrium strategies.
It is important to emphasize that BPE uniqueness does not imply equilibrium uniqueness. It is common, in both multislot auctions and dynamic games, to have multiplicity of equilibria. Multiplicity arises here because of nonuniqueness of advertisers' optimal bid levels and brand advertisers' bid types. The ability to characterize a unique publisher belief that must hold in any equilibrium of the game indicates the robustness of the paper's main result.
Comparing the Hybrid Advertising Auction
to the Generalized Second Price Auction Many advertising publishers do not currently use hybrid advertising auctions. A natural question is whether auction outcomes in nonhybrid advertising auction mechanisms can be supported by a hybrid advertising auction setting.
The answer to this question depends naturally on what other auction mechanism is used. As a baseline, consider the GSP auction of Edelman et al. (2007) . This auction is the one that Google and Yahoo! use to allocate advertisers to slots on their search results. The GSP auction is the same as the hybrid advertising auction mechanism described in §5.5 with the exception that it has no CPM bidding option.
Proposition 2. Under BPE, any repeated GSP equilibrium assignment of advertisers to slots can also be supported in a repeated hybrid advertising auction.
Proposition 2 shows that, under BPE, any GSP equilibrium can be supported by a hybrid advertising auction. When advertisers are offered a CPM bidding option, BPE compels direct response advertisers to take it, but doing so leaves publisher revenues unchanged. BPE make brand advertisers indifferent between CPC and CPM bidding, as discussed above.
Proposition 2 is somewhat reassuring in that a publisher currently using a GSP auction knows its previous auction outcomes could also be obtained in the hybrid advertising auction setting if it sets the proper expectations. If some advertisers have an unmodeled preference for a CPM bidding option, offering this extra feature could attract advertisers to the publisher's platform. This possibility is discussed further in §7.2.
Alternate Payment Schemes and Social Efficiency
This section considers how to increase efficiency within the class of hybrid advertising auction mechanisms. It is well known that the second-price auction (Vickrey 1961 , Clarke 1971 , Groves 1973 ; known as VCG) maximizes social welfare. Three results emerge. First, under a particular restriction of the model, we present a hybrid payment scheme, which achieves the socially efficient VCG assignment of advertisers to slots. Second, this proposed payment scheme maximizes publisher revenues among the set of socially optimal payment schemes. Third, in §6.2, without this restriction of the model, it can be proven that no mechanism always achieves the VCG assignment.
Efficient Allocation of Advertisers to Slots
The basic idea of the VCG mechanism is to charge each advertiser for the externality its purchase imposes on the publisher. As a simple example, imagine a setting with two slots and three advertisers. Assume that advertiser 1 buys the first slot and advertiser 2 buys the second slot. Advertiser 1's purchase of the first slot reduces the publisher's revenue from both of the other advertisers relative to a scenario where advertiser 1 does not purchase the first slot. Advertiser 2 is pushed to the second slot, reducing its payment, and advertiser 3 is pushed out of the auction, eliminating its payment. A VCG mechanism corrects for this by charging advertiser 1 according to the publisher's revenue reduction from each of the other two advertisers. This charge then ensures the lowest-value advertisers do not purchase the highestvalue slots.
It is well known that the benchmark auction used in the search advertising industry, the generalizedsecond-price auction of Edelman et al. (2007) , is not guaranteed to reach the socially optimal assignment of advertisers to slots. Similarly, the hybrid advertising auction is not guaranteed to reach the VCG assignment. This follows directly from Proposition 2. Because any GSP equilibrium assignment can be supported in a hybrid advertising auction, and because some GSP equilibrium assignments do not achieve the social optimum, it must be the case that some hybrid advertising auction assignments do not achieve the social optimum. It is therefore interesting to consider how to modify the hybrid advertising auction mechanism to ensure that it achieves the socially efficient VCG assignment of advertisers to slots. Part of the analysis in this subsection extends the recent work by Aggarwal et al. (2006) .
Under a restrictive assumption about the model primitives, one can construct a payment scheme that elicits truthful bids and produces the VCG assignment. The assumption needed is that the position-dependent exposure and click-through rate multipliers fall by the same amount for each slot k.
Uniform value depletion condition (UVDC):
The uniform value depletion condition is a rather strong restriction on the model. The behavioral implications are as follows. Assume that the positiondependent exposure multipliers of the first three slots are 0.5, 0.45, and 0.4, respectively, and the positiondependent click-through multiplier of the first slot is 0.2. It must then be the case that the second slot has a click-through multiplier of 0.15 and that the third slot has a click-through multiplier of 0.1. Note, though, that actual click-through rates may still differ because they depend on the ads placed in these slots.
The uniform value depletion condition is useful for two reasons. First, for settings in which it holds, one can establish a socially optimal mechanism. This may be particularly likely when the total number of ad slots K is small. Second, it helps establish the intuition needed to get close to the VCG assignment when the UVDC does not hold.
Next, consider how to construct the socially optimal payment scheme under UVDC. There are three challenges in designing this payment scheme to reach the VCG outcome: (1) charging each advertiser for the externality it imposes on the publisher, (2) removing incentives for advertisers to misreport their valuations (truthful bidding), and (3) (conditional on achieving the VCG outcome) maximizing publisher revenues. Definition 2 gives the prices that accomplish this. For notational convenience, let I g kt = c be an indicator function that equals one when the advertiser in slot k in period t enters a CPC bid, and let I g kt = m be an indicator function that equals one when the advertiser in slot k in period t enters a CPM bid. 
When an advertiser gets a slot in the hybrid auction, it pushes all lower bidders to lower slots. When these bidders are allocated to lower slots, they pay for fewer clicks and impressions, thereby reducing the amount of money the publisher receives from those advertisers. The payment scheme in Definition 3 essentially forces the advertiser in slot k to compensate the publisher for the revenue lost from all lower advertisers. Proposition 3 establishes that the proposed payment scheme achieves the VCG assignment. Equilibrium truth-telling requires that each direct response advertiser i in each slot k will bid b c it = r Di or b m it = it r Di and that each brand advertiser i in each slot k will bid b c it = r Bi / it or b m it = r Bi . Notice that, as in a second-price auction, the payment of the advertiser in slot k is not a function of that advertiser's own bid.
Proposition 3. Under the uniform value depletion condition, the payment scheme in Definition 3 produces a unique equilibrium with truthful advertiser bids and the VCG allocation of advertisers to slots.
Proposition 3 shows that truthful bidding is a strictly dominant strategy under the payment scheme proposed in Definition 3. This is proven by considering an advertiser with the kth highest expected payment. This advertiser will strictly prefer slot k + 1 to slot k' for any slot k < k. The same advertiser will also strictly prefer k − 1 to slot k' for any slot k > k. Applied recursively and to all slots and all advertisers, it can be seen that the proposed payment scheme will always allocate each advertiser to its socially efficient place in the ad ranking.
Proposition 4. Under the uniform value depletion condition, no other truth-telling payment scheme produces higher revenues.
Proposition 4 establishes that the proposed payment scheme maximizes publisher revenues among the class of payment schemes that achieve the VCG assignment of advertisers to slots. Interestingly, Propositions 3 and 4 do not rely on any assumptions about publisher expectations. Direct response advertisers always exert high effort, independent of publisher expectations. This is because Definition 3 ensures that they are charged less than their valuation, and therefore additional clicks always increase profits. Brand advertisers are indifferent between high and low effort. Proposition B1 in Appendix B formalizes these results.
A relatively minor operational concern in implementing this mechanism is that, although there have been assumed K slots throughout, Definition 3 requires values for X K+1 and Y K+1 . There are various ways to handle this. Perhaps the most natural would be to experiment with adding an additional advertising slot K + 1, measuring X K+1 and Y K+1 for this slot, and then using these figures in the calculation of p
It also may be possible to endogenize K.
Nonexistence of Efficient Mechanisms
Without the UVDC When the uniform value depletion condition holds, one is able to construct a payment scheme that achieves the socially optimal assignment of advertisers to slots. But when this condition does not hold, there is no payment scheme that can reliably achieve this assignment in equilibrium.
Proposition 5. If the uniform value depletion condition fails to hold for some slot k, no payment scheme will always achieve the VCG assignment of advertisers to slots.
Proof. See Appendix A. Proposition 4 is a nonexistence result. When UVDC does not hold, there is no payment scheme that always achieves the VCG assignment. Recall that the core principle of the VCG equilibrium is to charge each advertiser for the harm that its inclusion does to the publisher. When UVDC does not hold, the reduction in publisher revenues from moving advertiser i from slot k to slot k + 1 depends on advertiser i's type because exposure rate multipliers and click-through rate multipliers decrease nonuniformly. Because advertiser types are private, the publisher cannot know its revenue loss from each advertiser and therefore cannot charge i for the externality generated by its inclusion.
Although there is no socially optimal payment scheme without UVDC, it may be possible for the publisher to design a payment scheme that gets closer to the VCG assignment. There are two key criteria to consider. First is the mix of advertiser types in the population of advertisers. For example, if 99% of revenues come from brand advertisers, then advertiser externalities are more likely to depend on the differences in exposure multipliers than the differences in click-through multipliers, and Definition 3 can be modified appropriately.
The second criterion is the rates at which exposure and click-through multipliers decrease across slots. For example, it could be argued that Y k > X k , ∀ k since an ad exposure is necessary but not sufficient for a click (in the absence of random clicking). If this is the case, and if UVDC does not hold, then it seems intuitive to expect that Y k − Y k+1 > X k − X k+1 . Therefore the harm done in moving a brand advertiser one slot lower in the ranking is likely to exceed the harm in moving a direct response advertiser one slot lower in the ranking. This difference in externality sizes across advertiser types could also be used to modify the payment scheme in Definition 3 in an attempt to get closer to the VCG assignment.
Discussion and Implications
This paper presents the first analysis, to our knowledge, of equilibrium in a hybrid advertising auction.
It has shown that the publisher's expectations play a key role in whether offering multiple bid types will reduce seller revenues. The analysis has produced several results that could influence publishers', advertisers', and policy makers' actions. These implications are especially relevant to publishers that do not currently offer hybrid auctions but may do so in the future.
Conventional Wisdom in Hybrid
Advertising Auctions CPM ad pricing has traditionally been associated with brand advertisers. CPM pricing has been the standard ad price metric in traditional advertising media (e.g., television, newspapers, billboards) for decades. These media were typically dominated by brand advertisers, leading to the association. CPM pricing continues to be standard in online display advertising (Evans 2008) .
CPC pricing, by contrast, is relatively new. It was invented by GoTo.com in 1998 in a successful effort to lure advertisers from rival websites. Google used CPM pricing before adopting the quality-weighted CPC model in 2002 to prevent advertisers from purchasing prominent search ad positions with low-click ads (Battelle 2005) . 5 Early search advertising was dominated by direct response advertisers. Because these advertisers can usually track consumer profitability at a fine level of granularity, CPC pricing allows them to compare their marginal profits and advertising cost at the level of the individual click. Direct response advertisers prefer CPC pricing and tend to be associated with its use.
Facebook's help file, shown in Figure 5 , explains the industry's conventional wisdom:
As a CPC advertiser you are indicating that what is most important to you is having people click through to your website and controlling the actual cost to drive each individual person to your site. As a CPM advertiser you are indicating that it is more important to you that many people see your ad, not that they actually take action after seeing your ad. CPM advertising is usually more effective for advertisers who want to raise awareness of their brand or company, while CPC advertising is more effective for advertisers who are hoping for a certain response from users (like sales or registrations).
It appears that many advertisers believe this conventional wisdom. For example, Newcomb (2005) quotes an advertising executive, saying, "If the search campaign is largely for branding purposes, we will migrate to the CPM pricing model and bid as high as we can afford. For direct response clients, we'll stick to CPC " An extensive search produced no 5 We thank a reviewer for pointing this out.
statements contradicting the conventional wisdom in 2008, when the first draft of this paper was written. However, since then, some practitioners seem to have understood the conventional wisdom was flawed; see, e.g., Keane (2010) . Lemmas 1-3 and Proposition 1 show that this conventional wisdom is inconsistent with equilibrium publisher beliefs. These results suggest that advertisers should think carefully about their optimal choice of bid types conditional on optimal publisher expectations. When advertisers face a rational publisher using Bayesian Publisher Expectations, direct response advertisers should always use CPM bidding. If advertisers purchase slots from a publisher that does not understand the analysis in this paper, it will likely be the case that direct response advertisers face lower costs under CPM bids with high costless effort, and brand advertisers will be more profitable using CPC bids with low costless effort. If an advertiser does not know the publisher's expectation function, it would be advisable to test an identical set of ads under two different campaigns, one using CPC bidding and the other using CPM bidding, to see which performs better.
Should Publishers Offer Hybrid
Advertising Auctions? Proposition 2 shows that any equilibrium outcome in a generalized second-price auction format can also be supported in a hybrid advertising auction. Equilibrium advertiser behavior guaranteed by Lemmas 1-3 and BPE suggest that offering multiple bid types might not reduce revenue relative to a pure CPC auction. However, this implication is subject to the caveats that the model requires perfectly rational advertisers and does not have a unique equilibrium. Although we do not see a reason that offering multiple bid types would lead advertisers to change their equilibrium strategies, it is impossible to rule the possibility out.
Publishers may have an additional, unmodeled incentive to offer multiple types of bid. As mentioned above, CPM ad pricing has been traditionally associated with brand advertisers, whereas CPC ad pricing was developed for direct response advertisers. It may be that these advertisers are less than fully rational, or that they have some cost of adopting a nonpreferred ad price metric; if so, then offering multiple bid types may attract some set of advertisers to a publisher's platform. For example, CPM bidding may facilitate price comparisons across advertising media. Offering multiple bid types could increase publisher revenues because auction prices depend critically on the degree of competition in the auction. This platform adoption argument suggests that publishers may find it worthwhile to experiment with offering multiple types of bids.
At the time of this writing, the online advertising market still appeared to be converging to equilibrium. If advertisers become accustomed to having multiple bidding options, they may demand them from other websites. Because the hybrid auction has been adopted by the advertising sales leader (Google) and Internet traffic leader (Facebook) , one might speculate that more companies will adopt it in the future. One barrier to adopting the hybrid auction may be the associated complexity in forming click-through expectations; a major purpose for the present analysis is to show that offering multiple bid types need not harm auction efficiency or publisher revenues. Because multiple bid options may offer advertisers some benefit of convenience, and have no obvious downside for publishers, it seems natural to speculate that more companies will adopt them in the future. We predict that adoption would be most likely by those publishers whose advertising inventory appeals to both brand advertisers and direct response advertisers.
Historical Publisher Expectations
This paper has heretofore considered a strategic publisher that sets click-through expectations to maximize its profits. This requires that the publisher disbelieve the conventional wisdom described in §7.1. However, Facebook's statement in Figure 5 reinforces this conventional wisdom. In addition, Bayesian publisher expectations requires use of an advertiser's bid type in addition to its past click-through rates. Figure 4 makes it clear that Google's quality scores are not based on past bid types. This evidence suggests that publishers currently offering hybrid auctions may not set fully rational click-through expectations. In addition, publishers that might offer hybrid auctions in the future may not have a full appreciation for the intricacies of this auction format.
This section considers what may happen if the publisher is not fully rational. A natural way for a nonstrategic publisher to set click-through expectations would be to look at each advertiser's past clickthrough performance, as suggested by Google's statements in Figure 4 . We call this Historical Publisher Expectations, or HPE. Appendix C proves a series of results based on a publisher expectation function that only considers past click-through rates. This section discusses the intuition for these results and what they imply for publishers.
First, we formalize the idea (mentioned above) of a bid reversal as a multistep process in which a brand advertiser first enters a series of CPM bids with high effort levels. Because the CPM bid option is used, the high effort does not increase the advertiser's cost, but it does increase the publisher's expectation of future click-through rates. In the final step, the advertiser can enter a CPC bid with a low effort level. Under HPE, this series of actions may lower its costs. A repeated bid reversal is called a lattice strategy.
Two main results emerge. First, when the publisher uses HPE, every brand advertiser will engage in at least one bid reversal during the course of the game. Second, when the publisher uses HPE, there are regions of parameter space in which brand advertisers will use bid reversals with very high frequencies. This second result is proven by employing the onestage deviation principle of Blackwell (1965) to show that a two-period bid reversal strategy may be played repeatedly in equilibrium.
A clear implication of the model is its prediction that publishers should use past periods' bid types as an additional factor in setting click-through rate expectations. It is necessary to consider that if a bidder switches bid type several times, he may be following a lattice strategy, and the publisher should lower his click-through rate expectations appropriately. Understanding this insight is particularly important for sellers that do not currently offer hybrid advertising auctions to maximize hybrid auction revenues.
An alternate mechanism to prevent the use of the lattice strategy is to "reset" click-through expectations to zero for any new advertisement, even when it is a minor variation on an old ad, as Google does. (Facebook does not currently disclose its policy.) The downside to this strategy is that a low-click advertiser can repeatedly formulate new advertisements, and each new low-click ad will be given a "blank slate" and placed appropriately. Instead, it may be more profitable to borrow information across many similar ads to set click-through expectations and incorporate data on past bidding behavior, as required by Bayesian Publisher Expectations.
Public Policy Implications
It is conceivable that search engines could be subject to enhanced regulatory attention in the future. Google dominates the U.S. market with 66% of all clicks. Calculated using shares of total clicks, the industry has a Herfindahl Index of 0.47 (Munarriz 2010) . This is well above the 0.18 threshold at which the U.S. Justice Department considers a market "concentrated" and subject to enhanced merger scrutiny. This dominance is even more pronounced in other countries. For example, Google's share of clicks exceeds 90% in Germany and France.
If policy makers regulate publishers' business models in the future, it may be relevant to ask what type of auction enhances social welfare. This paper has shown how to achieve the social optimum exactly when the uniform value depletion condition holds. It has also shown that without this condition, no payment scheme will always achieve the social optimum in a hybrid auction setting. But the discussion in §6.2 reveals how to get close to the socially optimal payment scheme, taking into account advertiser heterogeneity and the rates at which click-through and exposure multipliers decrease across ad slots.
These results may interest search engines even in the absence of regulatory attention. If advertisers' values per click and impression are correlated with viewers' utility of seeing advertisers' ads, implementing a payment scheme to get close to the social optimum would likely improve consumers' utility of the search platform. This may help a search engine attract eyeballs, which it can then monetize through additional ad sales.
Maximizing Publisher Auction Revenues
An important and interesting question not broached here is how to design a hybrid auction mechanism to maximize publisher revenues, without regard for the social optimum. This is difficult in the current setting because advertisers are heterogeneous in two dimensions: type and reservation value.
The starting point for this topic is the seminal work of Myerson (1981) . For analytical tractability, Myerson (1981) assumed that bidders' values were drawn from a single distribution function and derived a symmetric equilibrium. Ülkü (2009) extended Myerson's framework to allow bidders to have one-dimensional private information and showed how to find an optimal auction mechanism with a "generalized" virtual value. Edelman and Schwarz (2010) applied this framework in the GSP under an assumption that advertisers only differ in one dimension: value per click. If the valuations of both brand advertisers and direct response advertisers can be collapsed into a single index of advertiser differentiation, their framework could be applied to hybrid auctions. To the best of our knowledge, optimal mechanism design when selling heterogeneous objects to bidders that differ in more than one dimension is an extremely difficult and unsolved problem; this, then, is a profitable direction for future research. Proof. When direct response advertiser i gets slot k in period t with a CPC bid, its profit is
. This is weakly increasing in x it so long as r Di ≥ C kt /X k E it , which must be true if the advertiser bid rationally and won the auction. If the direct response advertiser enters a CPM bid, its profit is m ikt = X k it r Di − C kt , which is strictly increasing in x it .
Intertemporal profit maximization also favors high effort. If the direct response advertiser enters a CPM bid in period t + 1, then BPE ensures that costless effort in period t does not affect profits in period t + 1. If i enters a CPC bid in period t + 1, its profits are strictly lower since E it+1 = i . Thus low effort in period t would not increase its profit in period t + 1 by the arguments in the previous paragraph. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2. Any brand advertiser entering a CPM bid under BPE is indifferent between high and low effort. A brand advertiser entering a CPC bid will exert low effort.
Proof. We begin with the first statement. The brand advertiser's current-period revenues R ikt are not a function of its costless effort level x it . When it enters a CPM bid, its current costs also are not a function of its effort level x it . Because it has used a CPM bid, BPE ensures that the gatekeeper will always expect it to choose low effort; therefore, none of its future profits can be impacted by its current effort level. Because current and future profits are unaffected by effort, the advertiser is indifferent between high and low effort. Now, we consider the second statement. When a brand advertiser submits a CPC bid in period t, its one-period incentive is to minimize its click-through rate to minimize its advertising cost. Moreover, the publisher's BPE expectation function ensures that there is no effect of x it on advertiser payoffs in future periods. The advertiser's use of a CPC bid in period t leads the publisher to set low click expectations in all future periods regardless of the effort entered in period t. Q.E.D.
Lemma 3. Under BPE, direct response advertisers always enter CPM bids. Brand advertisers are always indifferent between the best-possible CPM and best-possible CPC bids.
Proof. Beginning with the first claim, we show that any direct response advertiser i has a strict preference for a CPM bid in period 0 and then show that it never switches bid types. From Lemma 1, we know that direct response advertisers will exert high effort regardless of bid type choice. Since Proof. We first prove equilibrium existence by addressing each point in Definition 1, and we then show that BPE is the unique equilibrium belief by contradiction.
(1) Incentive compatibility: Lemmas 1-3 describe the optimal strategy of brand and direct response strategy, which maximizes their profit under BPE and satisfies the incentive compatibility constraint.
(2) Individual rationality: Assumption 2 states that each advertiser is charged the minimum amount necessary to keep its place in the ranking, which guarantees that advertisers get nonnegative profits in equilibrium.
(3) Publisher optimality: We prove this by contradiction. If the publisher's expectation is
g it−s = c ∈ i i + , straightforward extensions to Lemmas 1-3 will show that the dominant strategy for brand advertisers is to submit a CPC bid with low effort, and for direct response advertisers, it is to submit a CPM bid with high effort. Assume that, under BPE, brand advertiser i gets position k with a CPM bid b m * it . Under our supposed expectation function, i's optimal bid is b
Holding other advertisers' bids constant, i gets slot k and pays i / E it C k . Thus, the publisher's revenue loss is 1 − i / E it C k > 0. Every direct response advertiser gets an identical payoff if we change BPE, so the switch in publisher expectations does not alter direct response advertisers' equilibrium bids or publisher revenues from those bids. Thus, any deviation from BPE will reduce publisher revenues from brand advertisers, and no deviation can increase publisher revenues from direct response advertisers. This completes our proof that BPE maximizes publisher revenues.
(4) Consistency of publisher beliefs: Under BPE, the strategy profile for direct response advertisers is to submit CPM bids with high effort, and brand advertisers get the same payoff with CPC bids with low effort or CPM bids with any effort. The publisher's belief about advertiser i in time period t is given by Bayes' rule:
Advertisers can be divided into two groups: those that submit at least one CPC bid and those that do not. For this first group, BPE specifies E it = i for the duration of the game. First, from the advertiser's strategy profile, we know advertiser i is a brand advertiser. Second, advertiser inertia removes the possibility that i randomly changes effort across period because BPE has removed the profitability of doing that. Therefore
proving consistency of BPE publisher beliefs. For the other group of advertisers, there are two cases. In case (1), advertiser i is a direct response advertiser. In this case, i always submits a CPM bid with a high click-through rate in time period t − 1 it−1 = i + i , from Lemmas 1 and 3. Then Pr it = i + i H it = 1 and Pr E it = i + i H it = 1, proving consistency. In case (2), i is a brand advertiser. Suppose advertiser i used high effort in period t − 1 and it−1 = i + i . By advertiser inertia, it will put the same effort level in period t, so again we have Pr
H it = 1. If i instead used low effort in period t − 1, the same logic can be used to show consistency of publisher beliefs. This completes the proof that BPE satisfies condition 4.
It remains to be shown that there is no other equilibrium belief. We do this by checking deviations from each part of BPE. We first check whether there exists any belief that is different from E it it g it−s = c = i for any s ∈ 0 t . Suppose E it it g it−s = c ∈ i i + . Point 3 above shows this would violate publisher rationality, so any equilibrium belief must contain E it it g it−s = c = i for any s ∈ 0 t . Second, we check whether there exists any belief that is different from it−1 if g it−s = c for every s ∈ 0 t . If advertiser i is a direct response advertiser, then we know from Lemma 1 that it = i + , ∀ t. Therefore, any deviation E it = it−1 violates consistency of publisher beliefs. Having ruled out any alternate bid-type-contingent beliefs, we complete the consideration of any alternate belief function by looking at beliefs that are not contingent on bid types. The only possible equilibrium belief that is independent of bid type and maximizes publisher revenue is Proof. First, we need to discuss in brief the repeated GSP auction equilibrium definition. The conditions in Definition 1 also define the GSP equilibrium, although advertisers have only one bid type (CPC). Now, we prove the claim. Assume that there is a set of CPC bids b c t t=1
T for every advertiser i and every time t that constructs equilibrium in a GSP auction. We need to prove that giving advertisers the option to use CPM bidding does not violate any of the conditions in Definition 1. By Lemma 3, brand advertisers are indifferent between the best-possible CPC and best-possible CPM bids. Therefore, brand advertisers would have no incentive to change their bids from CPC to CPM.
By Lemma 3, direct response advertisers strictly prefer CPM bidding with high effort in all periods in the hybrid advertising auction. If direct response advertiser i gets slot k in period t with a CPC bid b c it in the GSP auction, it can choose a CPM bid, which yields an equivalent total willingness to pay in the hybrid advertising auction:
it . If all direct response advertisers follow this strategy, then all advertisers will be allocated to the same slots in the hybrid advertising auction as they were in the repeated GSP auction. Q.E.D. Proof. An advertiser may have two reasons to bid untruthfully: to change its equilibrium slot assignment and/or to change its payment. Notice that the payment scheme in Definition 1 ensures that every advertiser's payment is unrelated to its bid, removing the motivation to change a payment. Furthermore, if a truthful bid would place the advertiser in its most preferred slot, then uncertainty about other advertisers' private valuations ensures that it will bid exactly its valuation, misreporting risks being allocated to a suboptimal slot without any cost reduction. Therefore, we only need to show that bidding truthfully places each advertiser in its most profitable advertising slot.
We start by supposing direct response advertiser i enters a truthful CPC bid b c it = r Di , and we then show it has no incentive to deviate. Suppose i is assigned to slot k in equilibrium and considers raising its bid to get a lower slot k < k. Its profit would be 
We know that X k +1 < X k , so we will have c ik +1t > c ik t if and only if the second term in parentheses in the previous equation is negative. We also know that k < k and k +1 ≤ k. Truthful bidding and Assumption 1 (assignment of advertisers to slots in order of expected total payment) therefore imply that
Rearranging terms in (A1) shows that it must be the case that c ik +1t > c ik t . Since this holds for all k < k, we can do this comparison recursively to show that the advertiser does not prefer any slot k < k. Now, suppose advertiser i considers lowering its bid to get a higher slot k > k. We compare the profit when the advertiser gets slot k − 1 with slot k . We can show that
if advertiser in slot k + 1 entered g k +1t = m Similar to the above, this implies c ik −1t < c ik t , which, when applied recursively, indicates that advertiser i is strictly worse off in any slot k > k.
If direct response advertiser i considers submitting a CPM bid to get slot k < k,
We know that
Applied recursively, this indicates that the advertiser does no better in any slot k < k. A similar analysis shows that a CPM bid for any lower slot k > k also decreases profits. Now consider what happens when brand advertiser i enters a CPC bid to get slot k < k.
and we know that
Since k < k, we again can deduce that c ik +1t ≥ c ik t for any k < k. The structure of the proof when brand advertiser i submits a CPM bid to get a lower slot k > k, submits a CPC bid to get a higher slot k < k, or submits a CPC bid to get a lower slot k > k is similar and therefore omitted.
Next we show advertiser i in slot k ∈ 1 K will have nonnegative profits. Assume that advertiser i is a direct response advertiser with r Di profit per click, truthful bid
and profit
which increases with i , so the optimal click-through rate is
The proof that a brand advertiser would get nonnegative profits is similar.
We have shown that truth-telling is strictly dominant conditional on advertisers being ranked in order of their total willingness to pay per slot and that advertisers would rationally participate in the auction. We now use a contradiction to prove that this is the only possible equilibrium. Suppose there is an equilibrium in which advertiser i in slot k had a higher willingness to pay than advertiser i in slot k < k. By the arguments presented above, this would imply
ikt , so i would be strictly better off if it increases its bid until it wins slot k . Therefore we have found our contradiction and this must not be an equilibrium. Q.E.D.
Proposition 4. Under the uniform value depletion condition, no other truth-telling payment scheme produces higher revenues.
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. Below, we use the following property of our payment scheme implied by Definition 3:
Suppose there is a payment scheme in a truth-telling mechanism that defines q g it ikt as the price advertiser i pays when allocated to slot k in time t given bid type g it . Assume that direct response advertiser i enters a CPC bid to get slot k in period t. In equilibrium, it must be the case that i is weakly more profitable in slot k than in slot k + 1. This implies
The right-hand side of (A3) is minimized if we take the smallest value of r Di that preserves the same assignment of advertisers to slots.
This value of r Di guarantees i appears in position k if > 0 and b c it = r Di (which is implied by the assumed mechanism producing truth-telling in equilibrium). Substituting (A4) into (A3) and taking the limit as approaches 0, we have
where the last equality comes from applying (A2). Since it must be that p K+1 = 0 and
We have shown that no VCG payment scheme can produce higher payments at any slot than our proposed mechanism when a direct response advertiser uses a CPC bid. The structure of the proof when direct response advertiser i submits a CPM bid, when brand advertiser i submits a CPM bid, and when brand advertiser i submits a CPC bid is very similar and therefore omitted. Q.E.D.
Proof. We prove this by contradiction. To simplify the proof, we assume that X k − X k+1 < Y k − Y k+1 for some slot k, but the same arguments presented here will apply if this inequality is reversed.
Assume that there exists a payment scheme that achieves the VCG assignment. . Advertiser i has incentive to increase its bid and get slot k. The only way to preserve the truth-telling property of our assumed mechanism is to assume that advertiser i submits a truthful CPC bid b c i t = r Bi / i t and gets slot k + 1. This implies that the following condition has to be satisfied:
Together, we have
In this section we consider a nonrational publisher whose click-through expectations are only set as a function of past click-through rates, rather than considering current or past bid types. Definition C1 describes our publisher's expectations.
Definition C1. HPEs are based on click-through rates in the previous periods:
it−1 with the properties (i) EG it i0 it−1 = a if and only if it−s = a, ∀ 0 < s < t; and (ii) G t / it−s ≥ 0 for all s ∈ 0 1 t .
HPE incorporate the intuitive properties that publisher expectations are degenerate if and only if an advertiser has never changed its costless effort level and expected click-through rates are nondecreasing in advertisers' past click-through rates. This allows for a wide range of expectation functions, including weighted averages and stochastic functions.
We characterize our notion of equilibrium in Definition C2. Note that, because we now consider a nonstrategic publisher, we require a different equilibrium concept.
Definition C2. A subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium (SPNE) is defined by any set of bids b t t=1 T and any set of costless effort levels x t t=1 T for which the following conditions hold:
(1) Incentive compatibility: the choice sequence of effort levels (x i1 x iT ) and bids (b The difference between Definition C2 and Definition 2 is that here the publisher is not required to set click-through expectations to maximize its long-run profits, essentially modeling it as a nonstrategic player.
We define a bid reversal as an advertiser using a CPM bid with high effort in period t, followed by a CPC bid with low effort in period t + 1. We begin by showing that historical publisher expectations lead to strategic bid reversals in equilibrium.
Proposition C1. Under HPE, every brand advertiser engages in at least one bid reversal.
Proof. First, we show that T consecutive CPM bids would be suboptimal. If brand advertiser i uses pure CPM bidding, it can costlessly exert high effort in at least one period prior to t, so E E it = EG t i0 it−1 > i ∀ t. Its expected payoff is
However, if i exerts high effort in any period prior to period t and uses a CPC bid in period t with low effort, then its expected payoff is
which is strictly higher than E ikt . Thus T consecutive CPM bids cannot be optimal. Second, we show T consecutive CPC bids would also be suboptimal. Assume that brand advertiser i exerts low effort in every period, so i / E it+q < 1 ∀ q. E ikt is strictly higher than E ikt , indicating that T consecutive CPC bids would be suboptimal for any brand advertiser. Thus any brand advertiser must use at least one bid reversal in equilibrium. Q.E.D.
Proposition C1 establishes that, under HPE, brand advertisers will strictly prefer a mix of CPC and CPM bidding over time. Could it be the case that every brand advertiser is incented to make just one bid reversal over the course of the game, yielding minimal harm to publisher revenues? We now make it clear that bid reversals can be employed with maximally high frequencies under some conditions. We first define the set of strategies the advertiser would follow and then show that members of this set may be used in equilibrium under HPE.
Definition C3. A lattice strategy is a repeated strategy profile in which an advertiser submits a CPM bid with a high effort level in some periods and enters an equivalent CPC bid with a low effort level in other periods.
A lattice strategy is a tactic in which a brand advertiser repeatedly manipulates the publisher's historical expectations. It uses CPM bidding with a high click-through rate to calibrate a higher expected click-through rate in future periods. It later profits from this heightened click-through expectation by switching to CPC bidding with low effort to reduce its advertising costs.
To show the lattice strategy may be played in equilibrium, we employ the one-stage deviation principle of Blackwell (1965) , a method of testing whether a sequential strategy profile in a dynamic game is subgame perfect. This principle states that a multistage strategy is subgame perfect in a dynamic game if and only if no player has incentive to deviate from this strategy profile in exactly one stage. Fudenberg and Tirole (1991) provide a detailed discussion. This substantially simplifies the process of showing a strategy is subgame perfect because it is not necessary to rule out deviations in every single stage of the game.
An infinite number of lattice strategies exist. We consider here a two-stage lattice strategy in which a brand advertiser uses CPM and CPC bids in alternating periods. Besides being simple relative to some other lattice strategies, the two-stage lattice strategy would lead to the most frequent bid reversals. This shows that strategic bid reversals could occur with high frequency.
To simplify the proof of Proposition C2, we assume that a particular form of HPE in which the publisher sets click-through expectations stochastically according to each advertiser's observed click-through rates in the previous periods. That is, we assume that We also assume, for simplicity, that the assignment of advertisers to slots remains constant over periods t. Proof. Because the lattice strategy is a two-stage strategy, by the one-stage deviation principle we can prove it is an SPNE strategy if we can show that i has no incentive to deviate from it in either stage given other advertisers' actions. We prove that, for advertiser i, the lattice strategy strictly dominates other options in the first period (stage t − 1). Then, we show that it is also strictly dominant in the second period (t). We assume here that t > for expositional convenience; the arguments are easily applied to smaller t.
We start by showing that the lattice strategy is strictly dominant for brand advertisers in period t − 1. In period t − 1, i has three other options: low effort/CPM bid, high effort/CPC bid, or low effort/CPC bid. Low effort with a CPM bid would leave i's payoff in period t − 1 unchanged, but expected profits in period t are decreasing in it−1 . We can also quickly rule out a high effort/CPC bid as this payoff is strictly dominated by a high-effort/CPM bid. The final possible deviation in period t − 1 is switching to a CPC bid with low effort, which would yield Thus, if / 1 − −1 / 1 − 2 > 1/2, the lattice strategy is strictly dominant in period t − 1.
In period t, i can again deviate by choosing a high effort/CPC bid, low effort/CPM bid, or high effort/CPM bid. We can quickly rule out these first two options because the low effort/CPC bid dominates both the high effort/CPC and low effort/CPM bid options. The main question is whether the deviation to the high effort/CPM bid option is profitable. In this case, its total expected payoff in period t is
The expected payoff if the advertiser does not deviate at period t is Essentially, the lattice strategy involves an investment behavior and a payoff behavior. The investment takes place in the periods in which the brand advertiser enters a CPM bid with a high effort level. The payoff occurs in the periods when the advertiser uses a CPC bid with a low costless effort level. The conditions needed for SPNE existence require that (1) the net present value of future investment returns are high enough to prevent the advertiser from taking payoffs during investment periods and (2) that currentperiod payoff incentives are high enough that the advertiser does not optimally invest during payoff periods.
More sophisticated lattice strategies can also be analyzed, such as "bid CPM with high effort for w periods, followed by CPC with low effort for y periods," or "draw a binomial random variable w with probability p, and play CPM with high effort whenever w = 1; play CPC with low effort when w = 0." The parameter space in which a lattice strategy may be played in equilibrium increases in the length of the number of periods of CPM bidding included in the strategy. The profitability of all lattice strategies can be eliminated by BPE.
